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Rate each dimension on a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high) based on its importance to your 
current role and your perceived competence level.

As you consider these 21 dimensions, think about:
Which dimensions do you think are most important to achieving success in your 
current role? Would your boss, peers, and those who report to you agree? Which 
would they say are most important to your current role?
How well do you perform the skills described in each dimension? You may want to 
get feedback from your boss, peers, direct reports or other objective parties about 
your observed actions and behaviors rather than just your intentions.

Calculate your score for each row by subtracting the competence level from the 
importance. More information about scoring on page 4.

Dimensions with the highest scores are those you should focus
on first.

NOTE: Dimensions with low or negative scores are less
important to your role or your competency is already high.
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Selecting Your  
Leadership Dimensions 

The LEAD NOW! leadership model consists of 21 leadership dimensions that are organized into four 
quadrants—Create Purpose, Deliver Excellence, Develop Self and Others, and Lead Change.  . You 
may have already mastered several of these dimensions, so use this worksheet to determine which 
areas you should focus on to improve your leadership skills. 

How It Works & What to Do 

SAMPLE
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Create Purpose Importance 
to My Role 

My 
Competence 

Level 
Score 

(1) Customer Focus:  I celebrate successes; Communicate a compelling vision; Sponsor and support change efforts.

(2) Effective Communication: I communicate clearly when writing; Seek clarification when attempting to communicate;
Share information so employees feel connected; Stay on message when communicating.

(3) Presentation Skills: I answer questions during presentations; Present information effectively to large audiences;
Leverage data and facts during presentations; Tailor presentations to the needs of the audience.

(4) Strategic Thinking: I know the competitive landscape and market trends; Set clear strategic direction; Start with the
end in mind.

Deliver Excellence Importance 
to My Role 

My 
Competence 

Level 
Score 

(5) Decision Making: I achieve consensus within the work group; Balance intuition and information to make sound
decisions; Am willing to take a stand on critical issues; Know when to stop analyzing and make a decision.

(6) Delegating: I explain the background and the purpose of a delegated task; Am available to support employees with
delegated tasks; Know when to become involved versus allowing employees to work on their own.

(7) Dependability: I follow through on actions, promises and assignments; Have the necessary skills and knowledge to
effectively perform job duties; Am committed to quality in all aspects; Meet or exceed the expected quality of work.

(8) Focusing on Results: I use metrics to measure organizational performance; Leverage resources to get the job done;
Provide clear expectations of assignments; Work to remove or overcome obstacles that prevent employee
performance.

(9) Personal Integrity: I demonstrate high ethical standards; Am fair; Am trusted; Live, lead, manage, and work with
integrity.

(10) Problem Solving: I encourage others to express differing views; Seek multiple perspectives when addressing issues;
Clearly define a problem before attempting to solve it.

SAMPLE
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Develop Self & Others Importance 
to My Role 

My 
Competence 

Level 
Score 

(11) Coaching: I provide on-going feedback to employees for their personal improvement; Look for ways to best match
employees’ abilities and attitudes to assignments; Provide specific feedback in a timely manner; Provide necessary
training and development for others.

(12) Ego Management: I accept responsibility for own actions; Admit when I’m wrong; Have a healthy degree of
personal confidence; Give credit where credit is due.

(13) Listening: I observe nonverbal cues in others; Listen for understanding before responding; Manage conflict in the
team.

(14) Personal Development: I have a strong professional network; Am adaptable; Am open to feedback; Learn from
positive and negative experiences to improve personally.

(15) Team Building: I clarify roles and responsibilities; Create an atmosphere where employees feel a sense of belonging
to the group; Leverage the strengths of each team member; Unite people around a common goal.

(16) Time Management: I prioritize tasks or issues; Do not procrastinate; Meet deadlines; Match time commitments to
business priorities.

(17) Valuing Others: I help employees develop a strong sense of personal accomplishments; Understand employees’
concerns; Recognize employees’ performance; Treat others with dignity.

Lead Change Importance 
to My Role 

My 
Competence 

Level 
Score 

(18) Change Management: I celebrate successes; Communicate a compelling vision; Sponsor and support change
efforts.

(19) Innovation: I am open minded; Am willing to challenge the status quo; Am willing to take risks to further the
progress of the organization; Encourage brainstorming without critique.

(20) Inspiring Commitment: I balance the use of email, texting, and phone with face-to-face interaction; Create a
working environment that motivates high individual performance; Look for better ways to meet internal/external
customer needs; Am loyal to my people.

(21) Organizational Savvy: I build alliances to support change; Create partnerships, alliances or relationships that
benefit job performance; Establish productive relations with upper management; Leverage the “unofficial”
organizational chart to get things done.

SAMPLE
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Calculate Your Scores 
1. Calculate your score for each row by subtracting the competence level from the importance.

NOTE: Negative numbers are OK. In fact, they can be a positive thing. They mean that you already have a higher level of competence in that area and/or
that dimension isn’t as important to your role as other dimensions.

2. Dimensions registering the highest positive scores are those you should focus on first.
NOTE: Dimensions with low or negative scores are less important to your role or your competence level is already high.

Determine Your Focus 
Select the two dimensions with the highest scores. Those are what you should focus on first. Don’t try to be too ambitious and take on too many at once. 
Developing new leadership skills doesn’t happen overnight. You’ll want take adequate time to study and absorb the training information and then practice and 
apply these new skills back on the job.  

My FIRST dimension to develop is: 

My SECOND dimension to develop is: 

What’s Next? 
Now that you’ve selected the dimensions you’d like to work on, watch their respective videos and work through the Individual Action Plans (IAP) uniquely 
designed to guide you through the development process. Through these videos, you will be inspired and instructed by Leadership Lessons, Gems, and Power Tips 
that will help you strengthen and improve your leadership capabilities.  

In conjunction with the videos, you may wish to create your own Development / Action Plan for further steps to take in your development journey. Good luck! 

Sample Quadrant Importance 
to My Role 

My 
Competence 

Level 
Score What the score means 

(A) Sample Dimension: I do A, B & C. 5 5 0 
This dimension is very important to your role and you’re already 
highly competent. Focus on other dimensions for now and revisit 
this one if you have time later. 

(B) Sample Dimension: I do D, E & F. 1 4 -3 You’re highly competent but this dimension isn’t as important to 
your role. Don’t worry about this one for now. 

(C) Sample Dimension: I do X, Y & Z. 5 1 4 This dimension is very important to your role and your 
competence level is lower. Focus on this dimension first. 

SAMPLE
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